Dissolution and re-crystallization processes in multiphase silicon stabilized tricalcium phosphate.
Ultrasonically accelerated dissolution of multiphase silicon stabilized tricalcium phosphate powders in water or Earle's balanced salt solution transforms the powders into needle-like calcium deficient apatite crystals with the c-axis (001) oriented along the needle. Ion exchange with the solution occurs primarily in the first hours of immersion. The transformation is driven by an interaction between the crystal surface and adsorbed water leading to the growth of crystallites which have the most stable surface configuration. First principles calculations of the surface energies of various hydroxyapatite surfaces with and without adsorbed water shows that depending on the ion concentrations in the fluid that determine the chemical potential of tricalcium phosphate, either Ca-rich (010) or stoichiometric (001) layers are the dominant surfaces. The higher the chemical potential, the more elongated in the (001) direction the crystallites become to minimize the total surface energy. The loss of a calcium Ca(2+) compensated by the addition of two H(+) is strongly favoured energetically on the (001) and Ca-rich (010) surfaces. A high concentration of excess Si at grain boundaries may be partly responsible for the rapid transformation of multiphase Si-TCP.